The Maltuvis Device

A dramatic technique that is used time and time again in Star Trek. It
occurs when a character rattles off a list of people, places, or events
that usually begins in history and ends in a fictional future. We named
the device after the last fictional dictator named in its first ever usage.
INFAMOUS PEOPLE
DICTATORS

Julius Caesar

Genghis Khan

Adolf Hitler

Ferris

44 BC

1206

1934

Pre 2200s

Captain Kirk rattled off the
Declared dictator for life
names of these dictators to
by the Roman senate.
Roger Korby after learning of
his plan to replace humans
by android replicas – tos1x09:
What Are Little Girls Made of?.

GENOCIDAL MANIACS
Replicas of these genocidal maniacs were made by the
Exclabians as part of an elaborate plot to study the nature
of good and evil – tos3x22:
The Savage Curtain.

MEN WHO SOUGHT
ABSOLUTE POWER
Spock cited these examples to prove a point that
Earth history is filled with
men who sought absolute
power – tos2x23: Patterns
of Force.

MEN WHO SOUGHT
ULTIMATE CONQUEST
Garth of Izar boasted to Captain Kirk of how he would surpass the achievements of
these megalomanical conquerers – tos3x16: Whom
Gods Destroy.

SERIAL KILLERS
Partial list of the many identities assumed over the centuries by the serial killing life
form Redjac – tos2x07: Wolf
in the Fold.

WARTIME
CASUALTIES OF WAR
Spock reminded Dr. McCoy
of just how barbaric a place
the Earth used to be by citing death tolls from the world
wars – tos2x14: Bread and
Circuses.

NEEDLESS WARS
Q reminded Captain Picard
of the very same thing by
making colorful references
to these wars – tng1x01: Encounter at Farpoint.

TERRORIST UPRISINGS
Data cited these terrorist uprisings as evidence that violence can be successfully
employed to acheieve a political objective – tng3x12: The
High Ground.

Kahless

Became sole ruler of the
Mongol plains.

Officially became the
Fuhrer of Germany.

Genghis Khan

Colonel Green

Nothing is known of this
dictator except that he
lived prior to 2266.

Maltuvis

Zora of Tiburon

1220

2050s

Pre 2200s

Led a genocial war early in
the 21st century on Earth.
His motto was: “overwhelm
and devestate.”

Scientist who conducted
unsually cruel experiments
with the body chemistry of
subject tribes on Tiburon.

Ramesses II

Alexander

Julius Caesar

Napoléon

Adolf Hitler

Lee Kuan

1279 BC

336 BC

49 BC

1799

1926 - 29

Pre 2200s

One of the happiest periods of his life in which he
dreamed of absolute power and Gremany’s glorious future.

Failed in an attempt to attain absolute power on
Earth. He is not to be confused with the first PM of
Singapore Lee Kuan Yew.

Lee Kuan

Krotus

Pre 2200s

Pre 2200s

Failed in an evidently notable attempt to conquer
the Earth.

Like Lee Kuan before him,
Krotus too failed in his attempt to conquer the entire Earth.

Alexander
336 - 23 BC
Conquered the Balkans,
most of Asia Minor, the Levant and Syria, Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, and Persia, but not India.

Julius Caesar

Staged a coup d’etat and
installed himself as the
First Consule of France.

Napoléon

58 - 50 BC

Adolf Hitler

1812

After conquering the whole Set out on what would
of Gaul and invaiding Brit- prove to be a disasterous
ain, he turned around his
invaision of Russia.
army and marched on
Rome itself.

1943
Controlled the entire continent of Europe at the
height of his power.

Jack the Ripper

Kesla

Beratis

Hengist

1888

2156 - 2266

2266

2267

Is commonly believed to
Redjac murdered several
have murdered and mutiwomen on Debeb II under
lated at least five women in this assumed identity.
the Whitechappel area of
London in this year.

Beratis was the name used Mild mannered adminisby Redjac on Rigel IV.
trator on Argelius who was
possessed by the Redjac
entity for the purpose of
committing more murders.

World War I

World War II

World War III

1914 - 18

1939 - 45

2026 - 53

Six million died according
to Spock.

Wars of Religion

Eleven million died according to Spock.

Cold War

Thirty-seven million died
according to Spock.

Post-atomic Horror

1524 - 1648

1947 - 91

2053

A series of wars in Europe
following the onset of the
Protestant Reformation.

A sustained political and
military conflict in the aftermath of WW2 between the
Soviet Union and the United States and their allies.

The survivors of WW3 were
plagued with high radiation levels, supply shortages, and the collapse of
government institutions.

Mexican War
of Independence
1810 - 21
Armed conflict between
the people of Mexico and
their Spanish colonial authorities.

A selection of the known
aliases of the immmortal Human Flint – tos3x21: Requiem
for Mathuselah.

Irish Unification Kenzie Rebellion
2024

Pre 2300s

All that is known about this
historic event is that it was
ahhieved by the use of terrorism, rather than by political means.

Once again, all that is really know about this rebellion
is that it was both violent
and successful.

L. da Vinci

Reginald Pollack

Sten

1494 - 99

1967

Pre 2200s

Painted one of the world’s
Painted Peace March
most famous paintings, The around the height of the
Last Supper in the refecto- Vietnam War.
ry of the Cobvent of Santa
Maria delle Grazie, Milan.

John Milton

J.S. Bach

Claude Monet

800s BC

1667

1721

1923

The Iliad and The Odyssey, the great classics of
ancient Greece, are tradationally attributed to the
blind bard Homer.

Published the first version
of the epic poem Paradise Lost, which consisted
of ten books with over ten
thousand lines of verse.

Presented the Brandenburg Concertos, a collection of six Baroque era instrumental works, to Christian Ludwig.

Painted a series of weeping willow trees in homage
to the French fallen soldiers in WWI while suffering from cataracts.

Akharin

Solomon

Alexander

Lazarus

970 BC

334 BC

3834 BC
Born in ancient Mesopotamia. He lived as “a soldier,
a bully, and a fool” until he
survived being pierced in
the heart in battle.

Succeeded David as king Overthrew King Darius III
of Israel according to Bibli- and conquered the Achaecal sources.
menid Empire.

Geordi drew on these pioneering aviators to help
convey to Data the historical significance of the
first soliton wave powered
flight – tng5x10: New Ground.

Four of the three hundred violionists whose techniques
were included in Data’s programming – tng3x23: Sarek.

Human augment Khan Noonian Singh named Leif
Ericson, Richard the Lionheart, and Napoléon as
examples of bold men after noticing a painting by
Marla McGivers of the gladiator Flavius in her quarters – tos1x24: Space Seed.
Spock noticed first printings of Shakespeare’s First
Folio, the Gutenberg Bible, and the Creation Lithograph by Taranulus of Centauri VII displayed in Flint’s
parlor – tos3x21: Requiem for Mathuselah.

Data remarked to a holodeck newspaper vendor that
Joe DiMaggio’s 56-game hitting streak would be broken by a shortstop for the London Kings (named Buck
Bokai) in 2026 – tng1x12: The Big Goodbye.
Data planned to study these famed Shakespearian actors: Lawrence Olivier, Kenneth Branagh, Shapiro,
and Kullnark – tng3x10: The Defector.

Professor Richard Galen cited Heinrich Schliemann
(found the City of Troy) and M’Tell (found Ya’Seem) as
great archaeologists – tng6x20: The Chase.

ART MOVEMENTS
Data observed that a painting of a nude woman done by Captain Picard was
a juxtaposition of these
styles – tng3x14: A Matter of
Perspective.

LEGAL DOCUMENTS

30s
Raised from the dead by
Jesus Christ even though
he was already immortal.

???

c. 1488

Lived as this legendary
wizard in the purely fictional court of King Arthur.

Designed a peculiar flying
contraption of some kind.

Abramson

Mr. Brack

1868

Pre 2200s

Pre 2200s

Became the first human to
break the sound barrier.

Became the first human
to break the speed of light
barrier.

Premiered his largest choral work, A German Requiem, in Bremen, Germany.

One of a hundred other
names of Flint unknown to
Captain Kirk and Spock.

Alias used by Flint when
he was encountered the
Enterprise landing party
on his personal planet Holberg 917G.

Einstein

Kazanga

1921

Pre 2200s

Received the Nobel Prize in Scientific genius who proPhysics for explaining the
duced a revolutionary sciphotoelectric effect and his entific theory of some kind.
overall contributions to theoretical physics.

1911
This all-time great violinist
needed a police escort after
giving a sensational outdoor
performance in St. Petersburg before 25,000 people.

1947
First Jewish musician to
play with the Berlin Philharmonic since the Holocaust.

Sitar of Vulcan Richard Daystrom
Pre 2200s
Same story as Kazanga.

2243
Made the duotronic breakthrough that won him the
Nobel and Zee-Magnes
prizes when he was only
24 years old.

Grak-tay

Tataglia

Pre 2300s

Pre 2300s

No details are known of his Sarek’s wife, Perrin, relife and career.
quested for Data to perform a Mozart concert in
his style.

Proto-Vulcanism

Fauvism

Cubism

Dadaism

???

1900 - 10s

1907 - 20s

1920s

1920s

Les Fauves, or “the wild
beasts”, was a short-lived
movement that emphasized painterly qualities
strong colors over realism.

Movement poineered by
Georges Braque and Pablo Picasso where objects
are broken up and reassembled in abstract form.

Avant-garde movement,
born out of a reaction to
the horrors of WWI. It rejected reason in favor of
nonsense and irrationality.

Developped out of Dadaism. Surrealist artwork features the element of surprise, unexpected juxtaposition, and the nonsequitur.

According to Data the
painting in question had
“unsettling overtones of
proto-Vulcan influences.”

Fundamental Declarations of
the Martian Colonies

The Bible

1754 BC

800 BC - 200

530s

1215

1787

Collection of texts considered sacred in Judaism
and Christianity.

Fundamental work in jurisprudence issued by order
of Justinian I, Eastern Roman Emperor.

Seminal document of English constitutional practice granted by King John
as a compromise with a
group of rebellious barons.

The law of the land in the
United States. It is widely
celebrated for establishing
the doctrine of the separation of powers.

SPACE EXPLORATION

Babylonian law code enacted by king Hammurabi, comprising 282 laws
with corresponding punishments.

Code of Justinian Magna Carta

Surrealism

Code of Hammurabi

Cited by Sammuel T. Cogley attorney-at-law in the
midst of a dramatic plea to
the court about human rights
at Captain Kirk’s court martial – tos1x14: Court Martial.

Captain Kirk drew on these
bold space exporation missions to convince his senior
staff that you need to take
risks to advance – tos2x22:
Return to Tomorrow.

Leonardo da Vinci

Merlin

2061

Jascha Heifetz Yehudi Menuhin

VIOLINISTS

1996
Presented with a Grammy Lifetime Achievement
Award.

1947

SCIENTISTS
Captain Kirk cited these great
scientists to make the point
to Dr. McCoy that “genius
doesn’t work on an assembly
line basis” – tos2x24: The Ultimate Computer.

Stevie Wonder

Johannes Brahms

Chuck Yeager Zephram Cochrane

PILOTS

PEACETIME
HONOROABLE MENTIONS

A galaxy renowned artist
from Marcus II.

Homer

FLINT’S ALIASES

Sacked Urgench in what
would prove to be one of
the bloodiest massacres in
human history.

Crossed the Rubicon at
the head of a legion to
march on Rome, resulting
in a civil war, from which
he emerged victorious.

Spock noticed original paintings by these great artists
hanging in the immortal Filnt’s
parlor – tos3x21: Requiem for
Methuselah.

Smooth-talking inventor Berlinghoff Rasmussen failed
in an attempt to flatter Geordi by comparing him to these
blind virtuosos – tng5x09: A
Matter of Time.

Final dictator invoked in
the first ever instance of
the dramatic technique.

800s

Executed any potential rivals, including his cousin Alexander I of Epirus,
shortly after taking the
throne of Macedonia

ARTISTS

BLIND VIRTUOSOS

Pre 2200s

Kahless the Unforgettable
is a messianic figure to the
Klingons. He was the Warrior King and first emperor
of the Klingons.

Reigned as pharaoh of Ancient Egypt from 1279 BC
until his death in 1213 BC
at the age of 90 or 91.

ILLUSTRIOUS PEOPLE

Apollo Program Martian Colonies Alpha Centauri
1961 - 72
United States human
spaceflight program that
accomplished landing the
first humans on the Moon
from 1969 to 1972.

2103

2100s

The first Martial colony was Alpha Centauri City was
founded in this year.
founded after the successful establishment of outposts in the star system.

U.S. Constitution

2062
Apocryphal sources date
the enactment of this historic declaration to 2062.

Statutes of Alpha III
???
Little is known of these
statutes beyond that they
included some laws pertaining to the rights of the
accused in a court of law.

